
 
 

 

Ready to Grow as a Pro-life Ambassador This Spring? 
You, your family, friends, and church need to be involved in a JFA training  

seminar (training part 1) and outreach (training part 2) this spring. Let me explain:  

 

“I am so excited about the possibility of working at another JFA exhibit 
and hope to get my home church involved with this powerful ministry.  As 
Christ’s body, churches must stand for and communicate truth to a lost 
world, and JFA provides an amazing opportunity for Christians to translate 
concern into action.  Before laws can be changed in our country, personal 
opinions must be changed, and nothing transforms hearts like the truth.”     
———  Kristin Darr, Focus on the Family Institute, Fall 2007 

• Pro Choice 
• I don’t like abortion, but I will not 

judge others who have abortions. 
• Abortion should be safe and legal. 

• Come to the JFA training and give us the 
opportunity to convince you that our 
methods actually work. Come out to campus 
to engage people or at least to observe. 

• Pro-life 
• Action is necessary. 
•  I don’t agree with the method of 

action that Justice For All uses. 

• Realize that you are actually pro-choice. You 
are “personally pro-life,” but you really want 
people to choose for themselves.  Come to 
training to get a fair hearing of our purpose. 

• Pro-life 
• It is not our place to take a public 

stand on abortion or put time and 
energy into pro-life outreach. 

• Help us network for the March event. 
Come to training so you are more prepared. 
Learn from each dialogue, and learn to make 
an impact in your own sphere of influence. 

• Pro-life  
• Action is necessary. The particular 

action and philosophy of JFA is 
effective and loving. 

• Come to the training to hear our perspective 
and to hear our purpose directly from us. 

• Come out and engage us in dialogue about the 
important issue of abortion.  

Reasonable Action Step Personal View / Church Stance 

             Tempe, AZ                         San Luis Obispo, CA            Santa Barbara, CA                    Denver, CO 
Arizona State University           Cal Poly San Luis Obispo         UC Santa Barbara          Metro State University 

Official schedules for all of these events will be included next month. 
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It will take an eternity for the unborn to defend themselves. 



 

 

Something To Consider 
 

“The abortion situation in this country is either bad or bad!” 
 

 In an effort to build common ground, I often reason with people that the abortion 
situation in our country and throughout the world is a bad situation any way you look at it. 
After hearing this, people, both pro-life and pro-choice, are a little confused. I go on to 
say that the abortion situation is bad either way because either millions of people are 
working long hours to save unborn babies that are not human, or over one-million in-
nocent human beings are being killed each year in the U.S. by abortion (almost 50 
million since 1973). Either pro-choice people need to stop allowing the killing of innocent 
children, or if unborn babies are not fully human, pro-life folks need to find something 
more productive to do because there are many problems in this world and many legitimate 
human beings to defend already. That is why the question, “What is it?” ,in reference 
to the entity in the womb, is the most important question in the abortion debate. 
My goal is to make the central question of the abortion issue very clear to people by fo-
cusing on the question, “What is the unborn?“ As Greg Koukl says in Precious Unborn Hu-
man Persons, “If the unborn is not a human person, no justification for abortion is neces-
sary. However, if the unborn is a human person, no justification for abortion is adequate.” 
 

 Your support helps us reach ambassadors like Kristin Darr, a 
graduate of Focus on the Family Institute in 2007 (see front) and par-
ticipant at our recent Northern Colorado outreach. 

 
 

Praises and Prayers 
 

• Praise God for friends and family and that I was able to see so many loved ones over 
the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays. 

 

• Pray for safety as our staff travels to several places 
this spring. 

 

• Continue to pray for the interns that are currently 
raising their support to move to Wichita. 

113 N. Martinson                                       316-683-6426(work)                                     jwagner@jfaweb.org (email)                               
Wichita, KS 67203                                      805-464-1146(cell)                                          www.jfaweb.org (website) 

Defending Human Value together, 
    
  
Jonathan Wagner 
 

 

Reason to Attend Training / Outreach 

Enter high school with an understanding of the abortion issue and an 
ability to be a loving ambassador in defense of the unborn.  

Make an impact by challenging your fellow students to think clearly. Be 
seasoned in your ability to dialogue about abortion before college. 

Help educate your peers about abortion. Your age group has the highest 
% of abortions. Your peers are hurting and need truth spoken in love. 

Make an impact in your sphere of influence. Learn how to be neither  
silent nor unloving. Learn how to train your kids to be loving pro-lifers. 

Grade / Age 

7th—8th Grade  
12-14 years old 

High School  
14-18 years old 

College /  18-
100 years old 

Adults  / 18-
100 years old 


